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Model 
1. Direct Resource Acquisition 
Plants and mycorrhizae each allocate a proportion 0≤x≤1 of resources to acquiring carbon 
directly and a proportion 1-x to acquiring phosphorous directly. 

The biological market analogy 

2. Mutualistic Trade 
Each plant has nm≥2 mycorrhizal partners, and each mycorrhiza has np≥2 plant partners.  
Each plant transfers a proportion qp of its carbon to mycorrhizae and each mycorrhiza 
transfers a proportion qm of its phosphorous to plants. 
Individuals share traded resources between their partners in proportion to the relative amount 
of resources that they receive from each. 

3. Fitness 
After direct acquisition and trade, an individual has a final amount of carbon Cf and a final 
amount of phosphorous Pf. Individuals are selected to maximise their fitness function, CfaPf(1-

a) (0<a<1) through evolved allocations x and q. 

Trade is favoured when individuals in both species are less efficient 
at acquiring the resource that they can trade for, and/or more 
efficient at acquiring the resource that they cannot trade for. These 
changes increase the benefit of acquiring a resource by trade, 
rather than acquiring it directly. 

Agricultural consequences 

Mutualistic trade and specialisation 

Conditions that favour mutualistic trade 

≅ 

A set of bilateral interactions and a market are equivalent if the ratio 
of resources sent to resources received is the same for all 
individuals in a species. They are also equivalent whenever 
individuals cannot measure the impact of changing their strategy. 
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82% increase When mutualistic trade is evolutionarily stable at least one species evolves to specialise 
completely, and vice versa. 
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Trade is favoured when there are more partners, because their 
reward for increasing the quantity sent gets larger. To see this, we 
consider a mutant (red) that doubles its contribution. 
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To predict how agricultural yields will respond to environmental changes, we need to 
understand the co-evolutionary interaction between: 
1.  Changes in yield directly due to environmental change. 
2.  Changes due to behaviour of plant and mutualist in response to the new environment. 
3.  Changes due to behaviour of plants in response to the altered behaviour of their mutualists 

in the new environment, and vice versa.  
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Plants acquire both C and P directly. They suffer little as density of competitors 
increases because they do not compete in a market for P (a). They benefit little 
when more P becomes available to myco, because they acquire more C and send 
it to myco to compete for the additional P (b). They benefit from additional P 
available to plants because their investment yields a higher return in P (c). 

Plants only acquire C directly. They suffer when crop density increases as more 
plants compete for the same myco P (a). They cannot compete for additional P 
by acquiring more C and sending it to plants, so they benefit when more P 
becomes available to myco (b). They do not acquire any P directly, so do not 
benefit when more of it becomes available to plants (c). 
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